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Abstract 
The diversity of languages and social structures in India has created a complex yet sustainable relation between linguistic 
variations and social classifications. This paper proposes a sociolinguistic study of linguistic variation and code matrix in Kanpur 
city. It shall be interesting to note the social behaviours mirrored in different language usages, variety of codes and resultant 
code-mixing and code-switching. The study of code matrix shall define the current status of different languages and dialects in 
the city. Hence this paper shall attempt to underline the temper, inclination and aspirations of language community of Kanpur 
through its linguistic variation along with indicating the growth of Kanpuria Hindi and evolving Hinglish in the city of Kanpur. 
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1. Introduction  
Language is the ultimate achievement of civilized society. It is a tool to communicate, feel, elaborate and express 
thoughts, feelings and actions. In a society our behaviour and language usage is often controlled by various social 
pressures and prejudices. Language surrounds us, defines our personality, determines our social behaviour, supports 
our societal system, indicates our thoughts and feelings and provides us a platform to share our ideas, co-operate and 
refine our development process. Language is thus a product of active human consciousness working in well defined 
social groups. Society and language are easily identified by each other and are quite interdependent. Each society 
builds its own language according to its specific requirements and language in turn affects the society and paves the 
way for change in future society. Change in language is often marked by change and development of social and 
cultural atmosphere. In the constant flow of changing environment, language changes appear slowly but surely. 
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Language hence is constructed by assimilation of social and cultural impressions. As a result, there exists variety 
and encompassing quality of language, giving rise to great level of differentiations in language usages. Language 
variety is caused mostly due to each person's own styles of expression merging with colloquial usages and vagaries 
of dialects. From idiolect to multilingualism, language variety exists in every society. Idiolect is language that is 
unique to each individual and therefore it is comprised of various particular individualistic traits that demarcate one 
idiolect from the other. Hockett (1958:321) has described idiolect as ‘The totality of speech habits of a single person 
at a given time’.  Language used is the same in a single language society, but its idiolects create subtle differences in 
language usages. These idiolects used in various situations and domains along with local colloquial language usage, 
give rise to dialects. Different combinations of idiolect, dialects and standardized language usage can be seen all 
around us. So idiolects together form a dialect and then a standard language arises out of the various dialects. 
Standardization of a language is a long and slow process where a language, singled out from dialects, develops the 
ability and depth of widespread communication, self sustenance and consistent usage opportunities and maintains a 
lineage of well associated historical background.  
2.Linguistic variation and code matrix 
This paper proposes to understand the usage of varieties of languages and dialects found in a language society. 
Language and society are so inter-dependent that they construct, define and grow with each other. As a result, it 
becomes quite interesting to note the social behaviours mirrored in different language usages, variety of codes and 
resultant code mixing and code-switching. Such language usages are easily seen in a language community where all 
members of that community are able to interact with each other through the medium of at least one common 
language. It is important that all members should be able to communicate through at least one common language. 
Such a common linguistic medium builds a communication-bridge amongst people of differing linguistic abilities 
and knowledge. When a community communicates on a faster and higher scale, its development process also 
becomes speedier. A speech community has more than one language codes that are able to express different social 
meanings. All of these linguistic codes are controlled and directed by social references and situations. As expressed 
by Gumperz (1971:116) ‘speech varieties employed within a speech community form a system because they are 
related to a shared set of social norms’. These linguistic codes are constantly intermingled, interchanged and 
interrelated in the language usage of a speech community. This process is termed as code-mixing and code 
switching and all these codes of linguistic usage in totality are known as code-matrix of the language community. 
All language varieties used for different specific purposes are a part of code matrix of that particular language 
community. Members of each speech community use these various codes according to situational references for 
transference of information. Hence actual property of members of speech society is not their language but their 
verbal repertoire. Verbal repertoire is a compound of all dialects, languages, language forms and language variants 
in a speech community. Verbal repertoire provides a multirole amalgam of languages and its forms, with dialects, 
for the members of society to communicate effectively in all social, personal, cultural and other roles. Actually 
verbal repertoire of a society is largely defined by the social domains and roles of its members. Hence the verbal 
repertoire of a language community is framed in accordance with its social roles. As Fishman (1972:1644) has 
rightly stated that ‘In general the verbal repertoire of a speech community is a reflection of its role repertoire’.  So 
language variation, code-switching and code mixing appear frequently when role relations or domains change or 
even when social references change. This results in heterogeneity of idiolect which in turn characterises the basic 
heterogeneous nature of language itself. The distinctions and differences of a language are co-ordinated through its 
verbal repertoire and this defines the linguistic behaviour of a society. As Gumperz (1986:21) mentions, ‘The 
concept of the repertoire enables us to capture these distinctions and thus uniquely describe the speech behaviour of 
a population in terms of their selection within particular clusters of linguistic variants or sets of grammatical 
systems.’ This paper aims to understand the social roles, linguistic behaviours and choice of language or dialect in 
various situations in the city of Kanpur. 
3.Kanpur: harmonious confluence of languages  
Kanpur is a very prominent industrial city of Uttar Pradesh State in India. Originally known as 'Manchester of 
India', Kanpur still has some very important and flourishing industrial houses. With Indian Institute of Technology, 
Harcourt Butler Technological Institute and G.S.V.M. Medical College and a number of other engineering and 
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medical colleges, Kanpur has also acquired an important status as a centre of higher education. Students from all 
over India come to Kanpur to study and also to get training and coaching for prominent entrance examinations. This 
population is floating in nature but nevertheless adds to the verbal repertoire of this area. There is another group of 
language users who have shifted into this area due to their service/business/marriage requirements. Such groups of 
people have brought their own languages with them and have very active speech communities here in Kanpur. Such 
population can be termed as migratory in nature. The third kind of population is the permanent population which 
has been living in Kanpur city for past many generations. Amongst these three broad varieties of population, there 
are other classifications based on social status, economic condition, educational status, profession and family 
background. The verbal repertoire of Kanpur city consists of approximately eighteen languages, namely Hindi 
(Khari Boli), English, Punjabi, Sindhi, Bengali, Urdu, Gujarati, Marathi, Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, 
Konkani, Assamese, Oriya, Sanskrit, Arabic and foreign languages like French, German, Spanish etc. and seven 
dialects- Avadhi, Brajbhasha, Kannauji, Bhojpuri, Bihari, Uram and Nepali. The city of Kanpur is linguistically an 
area of Kannauji dialect in the so-called Hindi belt. Kannauji itself is a dialect of Western (Paschimi) Hindi and is 
prevalent in this area of Kanpur-Kannauj-Etawah-Shahjahanpur-Farrukhabad-Hardoi. Repertoire of an area is 
defined by its societal pattern, historical background and of course linguistic behaviour. The population of Kanpur 
which is permanently living here since past generations is very comfortable in speaking Kannauji and is passing it 
on to the present generation also. This population has lent its own dimensions, colour, meanings and inferences to 
Kannauji and has turned it into 'Kanpuria' i.e. a language that is new and unique to Kanpur. The people of Kanpur 
are proud to own 'Kanpuria' and strongly assert its rightful place in prominent dialects of Hindi spoken in this area. 
Kanpur, with its rich and varied confluence of nearly eighteen languages and seven dialects is a shining example of 
thriving multilingualism and multidialectism and harmonious co-existence of these languages and dialects. 
4.Language usage and linguistic variation 
Language Usage of various languages and dialects in the repertoire of Kanpur can be indicated by three varying 
directions. First direction is when different languages and dialects are used in completely different situations. 
Secondly, more than one language usage is done, knowingly, in a particular situation. Thirdly, a situation of code-
mixing arises when two languages are unknowingly mixed with each other while being spoken. In Kanpur, the 
language usage is varied and is quite class oriented. 'Class Oriented' stands for different social-economic-
educational-professional classes. Languages/dialects used in these various classes are different in different 
situations. The educated and literate class is mostly bilingual i.e. they have good knowledge and extensive usage of 
Hindi and English and dialectically, they are either uni-dialectal or else do not use any dialects at all. They are 
comfortable using standard Hindi at almost all occasions intermingled with Standard English. This stratum of 
society is socially, economically and educationally upward mobile section. This class may be versatile in their social 
and professional fields, but linguistically they are satisfied and confident to remain within the boundaries of single 
or may be two language usages. They hesitate to venture into the unknown field of dialects or other language 
usages. There can be various reasons behind this, like lack of knowledge of language, unfamiliarity with dialect, use 
of English language as status or power indicator, lack of dialect usage at home or in family, lack of regional 
language use due to migration from home region etc. 
But the class that is not so literate or not considered in economic or social upper strata, is the class that has kept 
the verbal repertoire of Kanpur so vibrant and healthy. This section comprises of local vegetable/fruit seller, the 
coolie on station/bus stand, rickshaw puller, auto/taxi driver, small shopkeepers, daily vendors, maid servants, 
hospital ward boys, clinic assistants and service and repair people and so on, who speak and understand three to four 
languages and dialects easily. Some of them are quite fluent in Hindi, Punjabi, Urdu, Gujarati and some English 
along with Avadhi, Bhojpuri, Bundeli, Kannauji/Kanpuria, Braj dialects spoken with great flamboyance. This 
stratum of community interacts and intermingles with a larger section of society daily. Their nature of job requires 
them to understand their customers’ needs and make them comfortable. The best way to make one feel at ease and 
give him a sense of belonging is by connecting with him in his own language. It may be a language or a dialect, but 
it opens up the person and creates a ground for friendship and harmony. Hence it is the less educated class actually 
that is binding the language society together and is helping India maintain its colours of linguistic harmony. Most of 
the people in this section are fluent in Hindi and Kannauji but they also speak Avadhi, Braj, Bundeli and Bhojpuri 
well.  Hindi in its usage here is serving very well to cover the local needs and expressions and has become the most 
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commonly used link language.  But in no way does Hindi seem to affect the usage of local dialects. The domains of 
their usage are different and well defined, as shall be discussed ahead, and both the link language and the dialects 
are surviving and flourishing in their own domains. Many a times, there seems some overlapping of codes, and in 
such a situation code mixing is frequently used, like Hindi is mixed with English to give rise to 'Hinglish' or Hindi 
is mixed with Avadhi or Kannauji to make way for some kind of new emerging dialect. In fact 'Kanpuria Hindi' is 
actually a mixture of Kannauji, Avadhi, Bhojpuri, Bundeli and some Braj. 
The most prevalent languages in Kanpur definitely appear to be Hindi, English, Urdu and Punjabi. then the lesser 
used languages that exist in particular language communities are Sindhi, Gujarati, Marathi, Bengali, Malayalam, 
Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Konkani, Assamese, Oriya. The usage of Sanskrit and Arabic is mainly for the purpose of 
worship or teaching- learning. Along with this plethora of languages, some foreign languages like French, German, 
Spanish and Japanese have also created a niche for themselves in this city. These languages are again used in 
specific domains of teaching, learning or translations only. But people possessing good working knowledge of these 
foreign languages are residing, working and sharing these languages in Kanpur. The situation in the field of dialects 
is equally multidialectal. Though Kanpur is basically an area of 'Kannauji', but slowly other dialects from 
surrounding areas have crept in and have comfortably lodged themselves beside Kannauji. Avadhi, Bhojpuri, 
Bundeli and Braj are very frequently heard dialects in Kanpur. Apart from these dialects Nepali, Kumaoni and Uram 
(a dialect from Jharkhand area) are also used in certain domains by specific speech communities. Mainly the most 
often heard language in Kanpur is Khari Boli Hindi or Standard Hindi and along with it Kanpuria Hindi. Khari Boli 
serves the purpose of link language within the city and with outsiders from the city. On the other hand Kanpuria 
flows alongside as an expression of local needs, values, thoughts and feelings and is the dialect most commonly 
used here. The language usage situation of regional languages in Kanpur is greater in personal, family and relations 
domains. These regional languages are used by natives of the places of origin of such languages. Such people have 
formed specific speech communities throughout Kanpur City and they regularly interact amongst themselves and by 
this manner have been able to keep their languages alive even outside their native place. Punjabi, Sindhi, Gujarati, 
Marathi, Malayalam, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Konkani, Assamese and Oriya are the regional languages 
whose speakers are using them at home, at informal gatherings, with family, children, parents, grandparents, elders 
and cousins. While talking informally to friends they tend to revert to code mixing between regional language and 
Hindi/English. This speech community comprises of the floating and migratory population residing currently in 
Kanpur city.   
5.Code-mixing, code-switching and Hinglish 
Hinglish is a hybrid of English and Hindi languages. It is a code-switching variety of these languages whereby 
they are freely interchanged within a sentence or between sentences. Hinglish usage is commonly seen in urban and 
semi-urban centres of the Hindi-speaking states of India, but it is slowly spreading into rural areas also via 
television, mobile phones etc., and slowly achieving vernacular status. Many speakers do not realise that they are 
incorporating English words into Hindi sentences or vice versa. Professor David Crystal, a British linguist at the 
University of Wales, projected in 2004 that at about 350 million, the world’s Hinglish speakers may soon outnumber 
native English speakers. Prof. Crystal argues that the growing popularity of Indian culture around the world, 
including Bollywood movies, means that Hinglish will soon become more widely spoken outside the continent. 
Various commonly used examples of Hinglish are – pukka (certain), time-pass (to kill time), Bangalored (those 
whose jobs are outsourced to India), chai (Indian tea), desi (local), jungle (uncouth), gora (white person) etc. Hence 
Hinglish is used effortlessly and spontaneously in different domains and situations. The widespread use of Hinglish 
has opened a useful functional option for Indians and it has become very relevant in present global work as well as 
linguistic environment. Indian expertise in writing software also means that Hinglish will spread a lot through 
internet. The call-centre phenomenon has stimulated a huge expansion of internet-related activity. Therefore, 
Hinglish is certainly a linguistic reflection of an important social change. Prof. David Crystal appreciates that 
alongside the spread of English, and its code-switching form of Hinglish, there is powerful concern for the 
maintenance of indigenous languages in India. He says, ‘India, it seems, can teach the rest of the world some lessons 
not only about multidialectism but about multilingualism too’ (Crystal 2004: 1-2). Kanpur presents a shining 
example of such thriving multilingualism and multidialectism with growing use of Hinglish and evolving dialect of 
Kanpuria Hindi, both processes developing together without any hindrance.  
Code-mixing and code-switching in language usage in Kanpur has acquired new dimensions. All the codes 
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needed for functional usage in a speech community form a part of code matrix of that community. The speaker 
freely chooses codes and adopts appropriate code mixing according to the situation, person, opportunity, relation 
etc. The main aim of code mixing is free expression of thoughts, ideas and feelings so that the speaker can 
communicate himself in a fluent and transparent manner. Such code-mixing and code-switching is often seen in 
Kanpur where Hindi and English codes have together given birth to a new evolving language of 'Hinglish'. Hinglish 
is being used by students, businessmen, industrialists and even newspapers. Two leading Hindi Newspapers of 
Kanpur - 'Dainik Jagran' and 'Amar Ujala' have launched their Hinglish versions namely 'I-next' and 'Amar Ujala 
Compact' respectively. These newspapers are using a mixture of Hindi (Khari Boli) and English in each and every 
sentence and this language is slowly becoming popular in the city as its readership is growing consistently. 'Amar 
Ujala Compact' was launched in October 2007 and its readership at that time was 14,000 per day. This increased to 
32,000 per day in 2008-09 and has now grown up to 25,90,000. Similar is the case with 'I-next' of Dainik Jagran 
Group, which is another tabloid sized bilingual newspaper, whose readership is also now nearly 22,00,000. The 
popularity of this language indicates that speakers today need a language that should be able to fulfil all their needs, 
be it in professional field or personal informal situations. They need one language which should be functional in 
their speech community even if it comprises of code mixing of two or more languages. Language usage clearly 
indicates the temper, inclination and aspirations of a particular society. In case of Kanpur, the members of this 
speech community have moved forward in strengthening 'Hinglish' as a language and also in the field of dialects, 
'Kanpuria' has been evolved through the efforts of Kanpurites only. Kanpuria has a base of Kannauji dialect and 
intermingling codes of Avadhi, Bhojpuri and Bundeli dialects. The inflow of the dialects of Avadhi, Bundeli and 
Bhojpuri into the area of Kannauji also indicates open heartedness and open mindedness of members of Kanpur 
speech community. They have opened the boundaries of their dialect to involve the codes of neighbouring dialects 
to evolve a new dialect which may later on be upgraded as a language.  
Apart from free flow of communication, code-mixing is used for another purpose also and that is establishing a 
relation of solidarity and harmony. Kanpur has a large base of migratory speech communities. People from different 
states of India have come to this city and have settled here for the purpose of service, business or studies. Such 
language communities include Punjabi, Sindhi, Gujarati, Marathi, Bengali, Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, 
Konkani, Assamese, Oriya and Urdu and these languages are abundant throughout the city. All these language 
communities have common link language as Hindi and common dialect as Kanpuria. But when these communities 
interact amongst themselves they tend to use code mixing and code switching in their own particular languages. For 
example, when Bengali speaking or Sindhi speaking community members meet each other among their community 
they do not communicate in Hindi or English, but always speak in their mother tongue Bengali or Sindhi 
respectively, with slight code mixing of Hindi or English as required.  
Another phenomenon related to code mixing and code-switching pertains to a situation where social division or 
hierarchy is indicated through code mixing of English in Hindi. The Indian mindset even today relates the usage of 
English language as that of higher echelons and the usage of Hindi as that of a common man. Even in Kanpur such a 
code-mix-usage is often seen in social gatherings, at formal functions and at professional workplaces. By adding a 
few words or a few lines of English to a normal Hindi conversation, the speaker unconsciously (and at times even 
consciously) tries to show himself above the level of listener. This trait might be used as an indication of higher 
educated class, economically or socially higher class.  
Therefore when the members of a speech community possess knowledge of more than one language, then they 
automatically tend to move towards code-mixing in their language usage. It is very natural with such speakers that 
they mingle words or expressions of one language into another. At times code mixing is also used when the people 
in conversation wish to keep certain parts of their conversation secret from other listeners present there. In such a 
situation some such language code which only speaker-listener-duo understands is mixed with language of common 
knowledge. For example, a situation when family members do not want to divulge any information to their servants 
working around, then they mix either English or their regional language to Hindi, or else start talking in the regional  
languages only instead of Hindi. Hence secrecy of conversation can be easily maintained through code mixing and 
code- switching. 
 Another interesting fact about code mixing and code switching has been put forward by Carol Myers Scotton 
(1970: 73) as she explains that, ‘While all of the above reasons for code switching are valid, they all can be 
subsumed under an explanation, which views a desire to attain as high rewards as possible and as low costs as 
possible as the determining factor in any language.’ In such a case the speaker is well aware of the need of two or 
more languages in the direction he is giving to the conversation. He also knows that he has good command over 
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those languages and can conduct an effective conversation using those languages. The speaker is also confident of 
such usage where he can lay stress through the mere use of another language and can turn the conversation to his 
advantage. Through such a code switching and code mixing the speaker has nothing to lose and can gain high 
rewards. Code switching as an effective tool is often used by speakers of Kanpur speech community when a 
situation of asserting one's status or exerting power over others arises. Such a situation makes the speaker to switch 
from dialect to language, for example, from use of Kannauji to Hindi Khari Boli or even English, or from Hindi to 
English. Just a small move like switching languages can enhance one's social and linguistic status in society. This 
certainly indicates the advantage of having knowledge of more than one language and the skill to use such languages 
to one's advantage to get rewards. 
It is clear that verbal repertoire of Kanpur city is vibrating with varied language usages, code-mixing and 
effective code switching. The flow of language in this city is not dead or stagnant, instead it is moving, flowing and 
winding through new pathways, evolving and discovering new dimensions. The nature of language usage of a 
speech community is a sure indication of the condition of its social and cultural atmosphere. The intermingling of 
various  socio-cultural values  through so many different languages coming from nearly whole  of  India and a 
variety of dialects representing nearly all adjoining areas, have created a rather heterogeneous society in Kanpur. 
This heterogeneity of languages, cultural values, social stratifications and individual identifications has given a 
colourful chequered temperament to the Kanpur speech community, which is unique in itself. Hinglish language and  
'Kanpuria' dialect still have a homogenised and predominantly Indian identity in the use of Hindi. This Hindi is 
proud to identify with Indian-ness of Kanpur. It is happy to bind together the linguistic-chequered board of Kanpur, 
it is willing to give space to all the languages to breathe and flower; it is supporting the dialects to find their own 
place and flourish more and above all it is this Hindi that flows through the heartland of this northern belt and 
touches the hearts of each and every language and dialect community to build a strong link, an everlasting bond of 
solidarity and healthy synchronisation. 
6.Verbal repertoire and code-matrix 
The verbal repertoire of Kanpur is a mixture of languages seen at three distinct levels. The first level 
comprises of local dialect/dialects spoken in this area, the second level is made up of regional languages and non 
formal colloquial form of Hindi and the third level is that of standard Hindi i.e. Khari Boli Hindi which is used in 
maximum domains and situations by majority of people in Kanpur. The first and second levels usually infiltrate into 
each other's boundaries according to special and situational requirements. But they usually remain in their domains. 
The third level of standardized Hindi is used for basic requirements of the other two levels and it also has the ability 
to move beyond its domain of that particular city speech community and interact with adjoining domains of other 
cities and states. This is due to the fact that Kanpur is situated in the midst of the northern Hindi speaking area, 
where use of Hindi and its various dialects is common and prolific. Hindi in its standardized form is the state 
language of seven states in India, namely, Himachal Pradesh, Haryana, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Madhya 
Pradesh and Bihar.  All the dialects and sub-dialects of Hindi are also actively prevalent in these states and so Hindi 
works as a perfect link language here.  
Therefore choice and usage of language and the code-matrix in a speech community is often determined by its 
social, economic and cultural factors. In Kanpur, the choice between Hindi and English is decided by social and 
cultural situations. Social stratifications of class, caste, sections affect the choice of dialect and language. The highly 
educated stratum of speech community in Kanpur is more inclined to use English in various social and cultural 
situations. On the other hand, the same class uses Hindi or any regional language in their more personal domains. 
The economically and educationally lesser qualified group in this city is very comfortable in shifting between Hindi, 
Kanpuria and various other dialects like Avadhi, Bhojpuri etc. Geographical impact on language usage can be 
ascertained by the fact that people hailing from Avadh, Braj Bhoomi, Bundelkhand and Eastern U.P. areas have 
retained their dialects with them and are using them in their familiar domains. Also these dialects have crept in their 
daily usage of words and sentences and have become a part of local dialect of Kannauji. It is the nature of language 
to change with society and be affected by its culture. In turn language also has great social and cultural impact on 
its language community. The verbal repertoire of Kanpur indicates that there are about eighteen languages and seven 
dialects flourishing in the city. Apart from Hindi and English, the speakers of other regional languages have retained 
the usage of their languages in their personal domains. This usage inadvertently colours and flavours their language 
even when they are speaking Hindi or English or Kanpuria. Many new words and expressions come in a language 
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due to its association with other cultures and other speech communities. There is lesser incidence of language shift 
in rural groups as they successfully establish ‘relatively self contained traditional interaction patterns and social 
structures. Urban groups, exposed to interaction in more fragmented and specialised networks, may reveal more 
conscious, organised and novel attempts to preserve or revive or change their traditional language. The urban 
environment does facilitate change’. (Fishman 1972: 1715). 
Hence the members of language community in Kanpur are adding their regional dimensions, colours, tastes to the 
local 'Kanpuria Hindi' and thus creating a new local dialect that is so very distinct in its nature and very easily 
identified with personality of Kanpur city. Apart from this, certain cultural factors, like festivals and community 
specific get- together affect the language usage in the long run. Kanpur celebrates the festival of Holi for ten days 
and ends it with 'Ganga Mela' which is a commemoration of the freedom fighters. People still get together on the 
ghats of Ganga river and play with gulal to celebrate the festival of colours together and remember the sacrifices of 
all those who laid their lives for attainment of freedom of this country. This is a feature unique to Kanpur. Adding to 
this over the past few years Kanpur has been hosting various other festivals like 'Dandiya', 'Ganesh Chaturthi', 
'Chhath' ,'Christmas', 'Durga Puja' along with its regular celebration of Holi, Id, Diwali, Dusshera. Gujaratis, 
Marathis, Biharis, Christians, Goans, Bengalis have intermingled their cultural identity with Kanpurites and are 
celebrating festivals specific to their regions with equal joy, fervour and happiness in Kanpur. This has added to the 
linguistic vocabulary also and various words and expressions related to these festivals have slowly and surely crept 
in the local Hindi language usage of Kanpur, 'Ganpati Bappa Moriya' and 'Jai Shree Ram' exists harmoniously with 
'Shubh Deepawali' 'Id Mubarak' and 'Merry Christmas'. If this has given a true Indian colour to social and cultural 
fabric of this city, it has also added immensely to the linguistic storehouse of the city. 
7.Kanpuria: a new emerging dialect 
The deep impact of social, cultural and geographical factors on language usage in Kanpur has helped 'Kanpuria' 
to emerge as a separate dialect. It is still in its formative stages where various elements from different languages and 
dialects are joining together in a complex socio-cultural-linguistic process to formulate this form of language which 
identifies perfectly with the identity of Kanpur. Earlier Kannauji as a dialect prevailed in this city and was used by 
the local population for various functional usages. Originally Kannauji dialect was closer to Brajbhasha and it 
originated from 'Shaurseni Apbhransha'. It belongs to western (Paschimi) Hindi Group and hence it bore similarities 
to Khari Boli, Brajbhasha and Bundeli. It still bears certain resemblances to Braj, like O-ending, sounds like 'Unno' 
(them), 'Moi'  'Meyo' (mine), 'Hamao' (ours) etc. and words like 'Bachwa' (small boy), 'Chokaria' (small girl) etc. 
Avadhi from (Purvi) Eastern Hindi Group has affected Kannauji a lot and is helping Kannauji to convert into 
Kanpuria. 'V' sound of Braj (Sovat-sleeping) is spoken with 'U' sound of Avadhi (Souat-sleeping), 'Gayo' (Braj) to 
'Gao' (Avadhi) etc. in Kanpuria of Kanpur. The change in verbs with addition of 'ees' - 'so rahees'- sleeping (as is 
discussed ahead) is new acquired trait of Kanpuria, which was not present in Kannauji. But over the years, 
immigrants coming and settling in Kanpur left their impact on the language, as also did the changing scenario of 
social, educational, cultural and economic conditions in the city. All this led to a convergence of linguistic elements 
of Avadhi, Bhojpuri, Bundeli, some Braj and some Hindustani and of course basic elements of Kannauji to slowly 
grind and assimilate everything together and come up with Kanpuria as a separate entity. 
Kanpuria has developed in the locale of Kanpur which has an industrialist and business temperament. This city 
has always had two clearly demarcated classes - one, labour class and the other affluent class. This section includes 
workers who move around in search of work and hence are not permanent residents of Kanpur. During 70's and 80's, 
when the textile mills of this city were productive, was the period when lot of immigration into both the classes was 
happening. Labourers from adjoining areas found lot of work in Kanpur and the industrial class also flocked here for 
profitable business ventures. This was the period when Kannauji of Kanpur was getting intermingled with Avadhi 
and lot of Bhojpuri and 'Purabia Boli'. Later in 90's when the textile mills became dysfunctional, the labour class 
was hard hit and many had to move out of the city in search of work. This jolt left its impact on the language also. 
The emerging Kanpuria collected in itself all the vibrations of time and became highly expressive of the exploitative 
brunt its speakers had to face. It was always a very direct and blunt dialect, but later it also became a bit rough with 
time and acquired a shade of abusiveness. The use of various harsh and, sometimes abusive, adjectives has added to 
the forcefulness and grittiness of this dialect. It has become more straightforward and hard hitting as compared to 
mellowness and softness of Braj. The egoistic temperament of Kanpuria has made it rather forceful and powerful. 
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There are lot many words and expressions which show the rather rough and crude side of the dialect, like 'Humach 
ke maar dees' (to hit aggressively) or 'Chikai le lees' (to make fun of) etc. It is due to intermingling of many 
Avadhi expressions/words now, that Kanpuria has become a bit softer and a bit musical. 
The affluent class of Kanpur did not speak much of the Kannauji dialect earlier also and even later with changing 
times, they did not have much inclination towards Kanpuria. Apart from having a working knowledge of this dialect 
in order to communicate with their workers, they preferred Hindi or better still English to this dialect. This attitude 
added the feature of egoistically oriented words to this dialect. But such kinds of expressions are limited and are 
used rarely by a small section of society. Language is the best expression of temperament of its people and in that 
case Kanpuria has now developed a distinct flavour and identity of its own and it immediately establishes a 'group 
identity'. Kanpur has been a centre of active freedom movement, literature and fine arts and Kanpuria Hindi has 
echoed all of these vibrations of its time in its linguistic and literary capacities. There are certain very typical 
expressions of Kanpuria like "Jhare raho colletterganj" and "Bam Bhole Bam Bam" that gives instant recognition as 
a Kanpurite since they echo the basic nature of Kanpur and give a feeling of belonging to this place. Hence just as 
Kanpur has a very important and distinct social, cultural, political, and geographical identity in India and the world, 
so does its dialect Kanpuria. Kanpuria, with its base of Kannauji, has a stronghold over this area and now since it 
has grown in dimensions and developed the capacity to answer new needs and voice new aspirations so it is growing 
into a dialect to be reckoned with that has a strong and distinct identity. 
8.Conclusion 
Multilingualism was never a problem for India, Diversity of languages have always merged in the multi-
community societal structures. These languages are carriers of the basic values of Indian society and culture and this 
is reflected in all its social structures and colourfully varied linguistic patterns. The linguistic variation and code-
matrix of Kanpur is a true reflection of its multi-community social organisation.  These languages are flowing 
effortlessly in the fertile Gangetic plain and are assimilating the small streams of dialects into themselves to give rise 
to a Ganga which is distinct in its shape, colour, flow, flavour, sound and rhythm to each city situated on its banks, 
be it Kanpur, Benaras, Allahabad or Haridwar. This Ganga is a metaphorical expression of great assimilating ability 
of Indian 'Bhashas' (languages) and 'Bolis' (dialects) and charismatic capacity of merging smoothly into each other. 
Languages do not have egoistic nature; it is their speakers who try to induce such unnecessary elements into the free, 
open and pulsating alive world of languages and their dialects. The 'Ganga' of Kanpur has its own identity and 
'Ganga of Allahabad' has its own personality. If 'Benarasi rang (colour)' is famous, so also is 'Kanpuria rang' able to 
colour one and all in its all-pervading directness, openness and expressiveness. This 'Kanpuria Rang' is easily 
identified and has its own unique flavour. Hindi Khari Boli is being maintained along with English styles in the 
'Front yard' of linguistic residence of Kanpur, the 'middle area' of the house is teeming with a variety of regional 
languages but it is the 'backyard' which is the most interesting, fertile and fragrant area where all the local dialects 
are born, bred and spread their soft tendrils to assimilate elements from the whole house, be it middle area or even 
the front yard. As U.R. Ananthamurthy (2006:12) has explained ‘Sanskrit as a language had no backyard of its own. 
It had to admit the “bhashas” of the backyard to ensure the survival and continuity of its spiritual substance. In the 
“bhashas” of India, the front yard contains the classical literature, Sanskrit literature. However, what dominate the 
goings-on in the front yard of our lives are not just the Sanskrit classics. There is also the powerful presence of 
English, the language of modernity. But neither Sanskrit nor English have any power if isolated from 'bhashas', in 
fact they are impotent if they fail to interact with the world of backyard.’  
The folk imagination and oral traditions of Kanpuria and the colonial ethos with modern-day terminology of 
Hinglish are kept alive through heterogeneity and hybridism of various dialects and languages that form a pulsating 
part of it. Such a creative process of confluence of dialects and languages using a concept of identity through 
difference and hybridism has been able to articulate a whole new world of experiences revitalizing the language of 
'Kanpur' with new styles, words, phrases and a unique gritty timbre. Such diverse unity never threatens free 
communicative abilities of any language or dialect. This ‘process of cultural inclusion and quiet synthesis’ 
(Ananthamurthy 2006:04) which is the basic strength of Indian character is depicted truly and completely in the 
heterogeneity of verbal repertoire, code-matrix and linguistic variation of Kanpur.  
Since the research area of this paper was basically the study of code-matrix and resulting linguistic variation of a 
specific area, so in-depth study of each dialect and language spoken/used in that area was not undertaken. As a 
result, the study was limited to the new evolving dialect of Kanpur, i.e. Kanpuria Hindi and the emerging language 
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Hinglish, which are still in their formative stages. The other languages and dialects thriving in that area could also 
be researched and the factors leading to development of Kanpuria Hindi and Hinglish could have been more 
thoroughly discussed.  
The above-mentioned limitations are an indication of space for further research in this vibrant and ever-
changing field. Since Kanpuria Hindi and Hinglish are still growing and evolving, still finding their feet, hence there 
is lot of scope to study the growth, usage, extent and spread of these new languages/dialects. It would be very 
interesting to note whether these new entrants gain enough strength to transform into separate languages or they 
remain content in the sphere of dialects only. New vistas of research and study can be opened in the very important 
aspects of linguistic, cultural and social implications of a multidialectal and multilingual society. Along with that, 
further research in this line can help in exploring new aspects of relation between language, culture and society and 
how their harmonious co-existence helps in the over-all growth and development of society. 
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